UK International Soccer
Session Topic: DRIBBLING
Week 8
Drill 1: COCONUT SHY

Organization: Set out a 30x20 playing area. Players play in pairs and
are placed around 15 yards apart, depending on their age. Between the
two players is a cone with a ball on top. The players take turns to
strike their ball at the central ball. Trying to knock it off the cone.
The game can either have a time limit or play till one of the players
knocks the ball off the cone a specific number of times.
Progression: After players hit 3 cones consecutively they take two
steps back.

Coaching Points:
1. ABCs of finishing: Adjust body, Basic technique, Cleverness –
inventiveness to get the ball to hit the cones
2. Accuracy and technique over power
3. Develop the accuracy using both feet before improving the
power of the strike
5.Use laces for power

Drill 2: 1v1 (Numerous Goals)

Organization:
Set out a 20x20 playing area, with two goals on one side of the
grid. Split the group into two teams, one group of defenders and
one group of attackers. The defender must pass the ball to the
attacker, the attacker must attempt to dribble past the
defender and score in one of the two empty goals. Once the ball
is out of bounds the defender and the attacker rotate so
everyone defends and attacks. A point system can be put in place,
a point for a goal scored or a point for the defender not
conceding a goal.
Coaching Points:
1. Keep the ball close to them
2. Keep head up as often as possible – to see defender and open
goal
3. Encourage players to use both feet and different surfaces of
the foot
4. Dribble at speed
5. Change direction and use different skills or turns

